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Overview

Quantifying aggregate effects of collateral constraints:

Key steps

1. Estimate the investment and borrowing sensitivity to real estate value.

2. Build a model with heterogeneous firms that face collateral constraints and

adjustment costs to capital.

3. Estimate the model parameters using the micro-level evidence.

4. Conduct a counterfactual analysis to study the macro impact of collateral

constraints.
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Heterogeneity of reliance of borrowing

In the aggregate, nonfinancial firms can fund investment expenditures from cash

flows (Chari, 2012) - evidence from the Flow of Funds.

A macro model with heterogeneous firms like this paper has been a workhorse.

I A micro to macro approach

- combine reduced-form evidence and heterogeneous firm model

I Powerful computation tools - rendering estimation feasible

I Grid-based solution over 29× 270× 51× 11

I GPU (graphics processing unit) used to reduce computation time
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Model ingredients

I Firm-level TFP follows an AR(1) process

log z′ = ρ log z + ε, with ε ∼ N (0, σ2)

I Adjustment costs to capital: c
2
i2

k

I Collateral constraints:

(1 + r)d′︸ ︷︷ ︸
net debt

≤ s( (1− δ)k′︸ ︷︷ ︸
undepreciated capital

+ E[p′ | p]× h︸ ︷︷ ︸
real asset value

)

I Pledgeability parameter: s

I Real estate holding (parameter, homogeneous across firms): h

I Real estate prices, p, follows an AR(1) process

I Non-negative dividends constraints (no equity issuance, relaxed later)
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Identification

Estimated parameters: (s, c, ρ, σ)

Target moments:

1. Std of 1-year sales growth

2. Std of 5-year sales growth

3. Autocorrelation of firm investment

4. Investment sensitivity -v- leverage ratio

I when the investment sensitivity to real estate price is targeted, s = 0.189

I when the cross-sectional mean of leverage ratio is targeted, s = 0.422

⇒ existing studies targeting the leverage ratio may lead to high estimate of s

⇒ here, collateral constraints are tighter
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Life-cycle aspects 1

I New firms begin small.

I They grow gradually - collateral constraints interact w. adjustment costs.

I They ultimately achieve the optimal scale.

I They begin reducing their debt, eventually financial savings.

Khan and Thomas (2013)
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Life-cycle aspects 2

How small are new entering firms?

I Exiting firms are replaced by an equal number of new firms?

I Each new firm enters with an initial capital stock k0 and debt d0?

⇒ the average size of new entrant relative to incumbents = 28.46%?

Entrants can accumulate capital over time to outgrow collateral constraints.

I How long does it take to become unconstrained?

I How much do unconstrained firms save? Are they Modigliani-Miller firms?

⇒ the aggregate cash-to-asset ratio = 10.2%? (Bates, Kahle and Stulz, 2009)
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Constrained -v- unconstrained

I Small cash holdings (bottom-left panel)?

Figure 1
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Other thoughts

- Collateral constraints reduce output by 11.0%

- The impact on TFP through misallocation is mild: −2.7%

I What if the model has both extensive and intensive margin fluctuations?

I Private firms may face tighter collateral constraints. Amplify the results?
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Important reference for many researchers

Important methodological advancement for quantitative macro

I Great integration of micro estimates and macro simulations

I Answers a very important question

I Sets a high standard for this type of work

Additional thoughts:

I Business cycle analysis in the spirit of Kiyotaki and Moore (1997)?

I Endogenize the value of collateral?

I Asset prices should move enough as in the finance literature?
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